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Magnetic fields in the Universe



Magnetic fields of Solar System bodies

Sun:         plasma vortices with local magnetic fields up to 200 mT

Mercury: very, very faint global field

Venus:     no magnetic field at all

Earth: global field of 0.06 mT, 1 satellite

Mars:       no global field, local magnetic lumps, 2 satellites

Jupiter: strong global field of 100 mT, faint dust rings, 63 satellites

Saturn: global field of 3.7 mT, strong rings, 46 satellites

Uranus: global field of 0.07 mT, thin dark rings, 27 satellites

Neptune: global field of 0.04 mT, broken arc rings, 13 satellites

Pluto:      ???



Magnetic fields of Solar System bodies



Magnetic particles to reckon with

Particle Spin γγγγ [MHz/T]

------------------------------------------------

Electron 1/2 -28024.953

Muon 1/2 -135.539
3H Triton 1/2 +45.415
1H Proton 1/2 +42.577
3He Helion 1/2 -32.434

Neutron 1/2 -29.165 
2D Deuteron 1 +6.536

… and all other magnetic nuclides …



???

With all those magnetic fields,

and with magnetic particles all around,why 

don’t we ever hear about 

Magnetic Resonance ?



Excitation & Detection

Present laboratory methods:

• Magnetic induction (the most common method)

• SQUIDS (superconducting quantum-interference devices)

• Magnetic force (mechanical detection)

These are all ruled out

since we are far away from the sample

and the ‘samples’ are too big



Back to real spectroscopy
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Historic mystery

It appears that nobody has ever tried

a plain spectroscopic arrangement to detect MR signals.

I have found no paper of that type.

Not even a negative report,

nor an analysis why it should or should not work!

I have no explanation of why this is so, except human laziness

(“coils and cavities work, so why bother”)



Detecting & Distinguishing spin radiation

There are lots of of interesting objects to look at.

But how can we detect spin radiation

and discard everything else

???

This is he most crucial question
(not the cost of a spacecraft)



Theoretical ambivalence:
we have no coherent explanation of the MR phenomenon

CLASSICAL

Technical aspects,

Bloch equations,

etc

Q = ωωωω/∆ω∆ω∆ω∆ω ≈≈≈≈ 1012

QUANTUM

Sharp Spectral lines,

Coupled spin systems,

etc

For “explanations”,

we use what suits us best in any given situation  

HYBRID

Density matrix,

Coherences,

etc



Properties of spin radiation

Properties which are sure

• Linear frequency(field) dependence

• Narrow frequency bands depending on field homogeneity

• Re-emission dying out with T1, possibly quite slowly

• Particle composition fingerprints according to γγγγ-values

Educated guesses
(until real experiments get carried out)

• Perfect chirality (circular polarization)

• Extreme directionality (alignment along the magnetic field)



Chirality of spin radiation
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Directionality of emitted spin radiation

∇ x E = -µµµµ ∂∂∂∂H/ ∂∂∂∂t

∇ x H = +εεεε ∂∂∂∂E/ ∂∂∂∂t

∇. E  = 0

∇. H = 0

P = E x H

Elmag radiation:

E⊥⊥⊥⊥H, E⊥⊥⊥⊥v, H⊥⊥⊥⊥v

|v| = c

|E|/|H| = Z0 (377 ΩΩΩΩ)

Poynting vector

H
E

v



Directionality of emitted MR radiation:

?! theoretical doubts !?
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Directionality of spin radiation:

Stan’s CONGECTURES

In emission, the outgoing radiation matches 

the frequency, is totally circularly polarized and 

propagates strictly in the direction of the 

magnetic field (single-spin description)

In absorption, the incoming radiation must 

match the frequency and have a correct 

circularly polarized component aligned with the 

field (ensemble description)



Passive spin radiation detection.
Exploit:

(A) Narrow width of resonance lines:

Frequency scans over particular spectral widths.

(B) Multinuclear patterns:

Search for expected combinations

(C) Chirality (circular polarization) C+, C-:

Alternate the chirality of the receiver,

or use two receivers with opposite chiralities.

Measure the differential signals S(C+,ti), S(C-,ti)

(D) Long correlation times (T2) of spin signals:

Measure correlations <S(C+,ti)S(C+,tk)>, tk-ti = ττττ.

(E) Directionality of the radiation.

Frequencies flash out in narrow beams.



Active spin radiation detection.
Exploit also:

(F) Chirality of transmitter C+, C-:

When the chirality is wrong, there is no absorption.

Again, measure differential signals.



In stimulated spin radiation detection.
Exploit also:

(G) Combined Tx-Rx chirality:

Of the 4 combinations, only 1 gives signal.

Use synchronized Tx-Rx chirality sequences.

(H) Slowly-decaying (T2) responses (FID’s):

Use pulsed, chiral transmitters and receivers .

Develop spin-specific measurement sequences.

Hadamard-type methods with variable timing.

Methods to overcome/exploit time-of-propagation phenomena 

Etc, etc.



Dipolar field of a magnetic planet



Active MRA with a single spacecraft



Active MRA with two spacecrafts
absorption-mode platent grazing
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Active MRA with two spacecrafts
stimulated emission mode
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Active MRA with three spacecrafts
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Subplanetary, active MRA
atmospheric phenomena (1H, e-)



Subplanetary, active MRA
atmospheric phenomena (1H, e-)



Subplanetary, active MRA
subsurface prospecting (oil, gas, water)



Yesterday, I was asked:

ARE YOU SERIOUS ?



Today, my answer is:

HOW COULD I NOT BE ?!!



Is sensitivity an 

issue ?
Of course it is,

but consider Voyager:

20 W @ 100 a.u. (1.5e10 km)

30 m receiver antenna,

and they keep talking to it !



Thank You All for your Patience,

The exploration of this topic will continue on my

web site www.ebyte.it

…

and the Organizers for their 

courage to let me talk
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